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ABSTRACT: Geometric phases have attracted considerable attention
in recent years, due to their capability of arbitrary beam shaping in a
most eﬃcient and compact way, while traditional geometric phases are
usually limited to handling single-structured beams and lack the
capability of parallel manipulation. Here, we propose a digitalized
geometric phase enabling parallel optical spin and orbital angular
momentum encoding. The concept is demonstrated in inhomogeneous
anisotropic media by imprinting a particularly designed binary phase into
a space-variant geometric phase. We theoretically analyze its spin−orbit
interaction of light and experimentally created higher-order Poincaré
sphere beam lattices, the order number and symmetry of which can be
ﬂexibly manipulated. Special lattices of cylindrical vector beams and
orbital angular momentum modes with square and hexagonal symmetry
are presented. This work discloses a new insight in programming geometric phases for tailoring the optical ﬁeld and inspires
various photonics applications.
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ight, as an excellent carrier of information, has been widely
applied in modern communications. Due to the inﬁnite
number of orbital angular momentum (OAM) states of an
optical vortex (OV), the capacity of optical communications
systems can be drastically enhanced via OAM-based multiplexing and demultiplexing technology.1−3 In addition, another
mode-division multiplexing technique employing spatial polarization modes, i.e., cylindrical vector beams (CVBs),4 is proved
as a promising candidate as well.5 Recently, the higher-order
Poincaré (HOP) sphere has been introduced to geometrically
describe the higher-order polarization states of these generalized vector vortex beams.6,7 As is known, a traditional Poincaré
sphere depicts all the polarization states of spatially
homogeneous light. The poles represent the optical spin
angular momentum (SAM) eigenstates, while for a HOP
sphere, as shown in Figure 1, the north/south pole indicates
right/left circularly polarized OV, which possesses a helical
phase structure of e±imϕ and an OAM of ± mℏ,8 where m is the
topological charge. These two eigenstates incorporate both
SAM and OAM, and each point on the HOP sphere is a linear
superposition of them.7 Especially, the equator of the HOP
sphere represents the CVBs, featured by spatially variant
polarization states, such as azimuthal and radial polarization.
The phase or polarization singularity in the beam center results
in a consistent donut-like intensity distribution. Besides optical
communications, the HOP sphere beams have great potentials
in optical manipulation, high-resolution imaging, and quantum
informatics.4,9 So far, two major strategies have been employed
© XXXX American Chemical Society

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the HOP sphere with m = 1.
Intensity distributions at certain points are shown with corresponding
polarization distributions depicted by the white arrows. Θ and Φ are
the spherical coordinates.

for HOP sphere beam generation. One is an interferometric
approach through a modiﬁed Mach−Zender interferometer,7
and the other is based on geometric phase elements.10,11
A geometric phase, also referred to as a Pancharatnam−Berry
phase,12 originates from the spin−orbit interaction of light,13
which describes the coupling between the polarization and the
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Figure 2. Optical axis distributions of (a and d) a 2 × 2 DG, (b and e) a q-plate with m = 1, and (c and f) corresponding integrated DQP. The color
variation from black to white indicates the axis varying from 0° to 180°, and the blue sticks denote the local optical axis orientations in central
regions. (g) Schematic cell conﬁguration of the LC DQP.

trajectory of light and leads to spin-dependent light splitting,
namely, the photonic spin Hall eﬀect.14 Unlike the dynamic
phase, which arises from optical path diﬀerences, the geometric
phase is associated with the space-variant manipulation of the
light polarization state and depends only on the geometrical
characteristics. Usually, its magnitude is proportional to the
orientation angle of the eﬀective local optical axis and has a
polarization-dependent sign. It can be created from inhomogeneous anisotropic media, such as liquid crystals (LCs)15,16 and
anisotropic scatterer-based metasurfaces.17−19 Via these physically thin geometric phase elements (usually working as halfwave plates), arbitrary wavefront shaping can be realized, such
as spin-controlled focus/defocus,20,21 diﬀraction,22 and especially vortex and vector beam generation.23−30
Traditional geometric phases are usually limited to handling
single-structured beams and lack the capability of parallel
manipulation. If this challenge could be overcome, it would
drastically extend the understanding and programming of
geometric phases for structured beam tailoring and promote
novel applications. For instance, the creation of HOP sphere
beam arrays would inspire multiple optical tweezers,31 parallel
laser fabrication, and higher-eﬃciency stimulated emission
depletion microscopy.32 In this work, we digitalize a traditional
space-variant geometric phase by imprinting a particular binary

phase referring to binary optics and demonstrate the design in
LCs by a dynamic photopatterning technique. With such
digitalized geometric phase elements, HOP sphere beam
lattices available for SAM and OAM parallel encoding are
created for the ﬁrst time. Via tuning the incident spin state, any
point on the HOP sphere can be achieved, including special
cases of CVBs and OAM modes. Square as well as hexagonal
lattices with diﬀerent desired orders are realized in high
eﬃciency and good energy uniformity.

■

DESIGN AND PRINCIPLE
Dammann gratings (DGs) in binary optics can provide an
equal-energy distribution among all desired diﬀraction orders,33
thus supplying a promising strategy for parallel beam
generation and manipulation. Each period of a DG is composed
of certain binary phase (0 and π) regions with diﬀerent
widths.34−36 The transmission function of a one-dimensional
DG in the x direction can be described as2
+∞

T (x) = exp(iφDG(x)) =

∑

Cn exp(i2πxn/Λ)

n =−∞

(1)

where φDG(x) is the phase function of a DG, Λ is the period,
and the coeﬃcient Cn of the nth order can be expressed as36

N−1
⎧ −i
⎪
[1 + 2 ∑ (− 1)k exp( −i2πnxk) + (− 1)N exp( −i2πnxN )] n ≠ 0
⎪
⎪ 2nπ
k=1
Cn = ⎨
1
N
−
⎪
k
N
n=0
⎪ 2 ∑ ( −1) xk + ( −1) xN
⎪
⎩ k=1

where {xk} are normalized phase transition points in each
period with boundary values x0 = 0 and xN = 1, and N is the
total number of transition points. |Cn|2 is the power of the nth
order normalized with respect to the total power. By optimizing
the values and number of {xk}, the incident light can be equally
distributed into M desired orders in high eﬃciency. Via
integrating two orthogonal one-dimensional DGs, i.e., φDG =
mod(φDG(x) + φDG(y),2π), two-dimensional DGs could be
obtained and have the ability to create Mx × My rectangular
lattices. Diﬀractions with hexagonal lattices are achievable as
well through integrating three one-dimensional DGs at a 60°
angle to each other. Actually, the order number and symmetry
of beam lattices can be arbitrarily manipulated by rationally
predesigning the Dammann parameters.

(2)

Here, we introduce such a Dammann concept to digitalize
traditional geometric phases, the spiral geometric phase of the
q-plate15 for instance. The designed optical axis orientation α
follows the equation
φ
1
α = mϕ + DG + α0
(3)
2
2
where m denotes the topological charge, ϕ(x,y) = arctan(y/x) is
the azimuthal angle, and α0 is the initial angle and usually
assumed to be zero. In eq 3, the ﬁrst term describes a q-plate,
while the second term describes a DG. So we name it a
Dammann-q-plate (DQP). As an example, Figure 2 illustrates
the optical axis distributions of a 2 × 2 DG (normalized phase
transition point: x1 = 0.5), a q-plate with m = 1 and
B
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consistent with Figure 2f. The photoalignment technique has
been proved very suitable for high-resolution multidomain LC
alignments.39 Here, sulfonic azo-dye SD1, a polarizationsensitive and rewritable alignment agent, was adopted. SD1
molecules tend to reorient perpendicular to the polarization
direction of illuminated UV light and then guide the LC
directors.40 Two pieces of indium−tin-oxide (ITO) glass
substrates spin-coated with SD1 were assembled with 6 μm
spacers and then sealed with epoxy glue to form the cell. A
multistep partly overlapping exposure process was performed to
carry out the designed structures through a digital micromirror
device based dynamic microlithography system,28,41 the
detailed process of which can be found in the Supporting
Information. Afterward, ﬁlling the cell with nematic LC E7
yielded the proposed DQPs.

corresponding integrated DQP, respectively. The color
variation from black to white indicates the axis varying from
0° to 180° continuously, and the blue sticks denote the local
optical axis orientations in central regions.
The property of the spin−orbit interaction induced
diﬀraction can be theoretically predicted through Jones matrix
calculation.37 For a half-wave plate (HWP) with α with respect
to the x axis, the Jones matrix is
⎡ cos(2α) sin(2α) ⎤
⎥
J=⎢
⎢⎣ sin(2α) − cos(2α)⎥⎦

(4)

Consider an incident beam with arbitrary polarization:
⎛Θ⎞
⎛Θ⎞
|u in⟩ = cos⎜ ⎟e−iΦ /2|L⟩ + sin⎜ ⎟e iΦ /2|R ⟩
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠

■

(5)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3a exhibits a micrograph of a 2 × 2 DQP with m = 1,
corresponding to Figure 2c. The continuous varying of the

where Θ and Φ are the spherical coordinates of a traditional
1
1
Poincaré sphere and |L⟩ = 2 1i and |R ⟩ = 2 −1i
represent left and right circular polarization, respectively. The
output light can be represented as

( )

()

|uout⟩ = J|u in⟩
⎛Θ⎞
⎛Θ⎞
= cos⎜ ⎟e−iΦ /2|R ⟩ei2α + sin⎜ ⎟e iΦ /2|L⟩e−i2α
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠
⎡ ⎛Θ⎞
⎤
⎛Θ⎞
= ⎢cos⎜ ⎟e−iΦ /2|R m⟩ + sin⎜ ⎟e iΦ /2|L m̅ ⟩⎥e iφDG
⎝2⎠
⎣ ⎝2⎠
⎦
+∞

+∞

∑ ∑

=

CnxCny exp(i2πxnx /Λx)exp(i2πyny / Λ y)|um⟩

nx =−∞ ny =−∞

(6)

where ±2α is the geometric phase induced by spin−orbit
interaction of light and |Rm⟩ = |R⟩eimϕ and |L m̅ ⟩ = |L⟩e−imϕ are
precisely the two eigenstates of the HOP sphere, and their
linear

superposition

Figure 3. (a) Micrograph of the 2 × 2 DQP with m = 1 recorded
under a polarized optical microscope. The scale bar is 100 μm.
Diﬀraction patterns at 632.8 nm with diﬀerent incident polarization:
(b) left and (e) right circular polarization with corresponding OAM
detection shown in (c) and (d), respectively, (f) horizontal and (h)
vertical linear polarization with (g) and (i) after transmission through
a rotating analyzer labeled by double-ended arrows. (j) Experimental
optical setup.

( Θ2 )e−iΦ/2|R m⟩

|um⟩ = cos

( Θ2 )eiΦ/2|Lm̅ ⟩ is exactly the description of any point on

+ sin

the HOP sphere.7,11 On the other hand, the DG term
contributes to an equal-energy array. In all, the incident light
will be equally diﬀracted into desired orders with a certain state
of the HOP sphere controlled by the incident polarization.
Due to the pronounced large optical anisotropy and the
controllable continuously variant director (i.e., local optical
axis) distribution, LCs become the ﬁrst choice for demonstrating a DQP. An LC is a natural birefringent material, and the
refractive index diﬀerence will result in phase retardation:
Γ=

2π (neff − no)d
λ

director leads to a continuous change of the brightness.
Compared to conventional q-plates, net-like disclinations
consistent with the structure of an encoded 2 × 2 DG shown
in Figure 2a are observed. It is caused by the 90° shift of the LC
director astride the discontinuities. These indicate that the
desired optical axis distribution has been faithfully realized in
the LC layer. The experimental optical setup for generating and
analyzing HOP sphere beam lattices is illustrated in Figure 3j.
The ﬁrst polarizer and quarter-wave plate (QWP) or HWP are
used to control the incident polarization of a 632.8 nm laser.
Another polarizer is utilized to analyze the output polarization.
The diﬀraction patterns are captured by a camera. To verify the
topological charges of resultant OAM modes, the astigmatic
transformation method42 is adopted by inserting a cylindrical
lens (f = 100 mm) in front of a CCD. A voltage of 2.5 V is
applied to the LC cell to keep the half-wave condition.

(7)

where d is the LC cell gap, λ is the wavelength of the incident
light, and neff is the eﬀective extraordinary refractive index,
which changes from ne to no with increasing voltage due to the
tilting of LC molecules.38 By particularly choosing the refractive
indices of LCs and the cell gap, or applying speciﬁc voltages to
reach Γ = (2a + 1)π (a is an integer), it could work as a halfwave plate. Moreover, LCs are highly stable and commercially
available and have roughly no absorption in the visible band.
The schematic cell conﬁguration of the LC DQP is presented
in Figure 2g, whose director distribution follows eq 3 and is
C
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Figure 4. Designed optical axis distributions and micrographs of (a, b) a hexagonal DQP with m = 1, (e, f) a 7 × 7 DQP with m = 1, and (i, j) a 2 × 2
DQP with m = 6, respectively. All scale bars are 100 μm. Diﬀraction patterns of samples in (b) and (f) with (c) right and (g) left circular incident
polarization. One of the generated OAM modes of the sample in (j) is converted by the cylindrical lens with (k) left and (l) right circular incident
polarization. (d, h, and m) Diﬀraction patterns of samples in (b), (f), and (j), respectively, with diﬀerent directions of the polarizer and analyzer
indicated by double-ended arrows.

As expected, for |uin⟩ = |L⟩, a 2 × 2 square lattice of donutlike OVs with right circular polarization is obtained, as shown in
Figure 3b. Figure 3c reveals the converted pattern of one such
OV captured in the focal plane of the cylindrical lens. The
number of dark stripes and the stripe tilt direction42 indicate
the topological charge of +1. That means a 2 × 2 square lattice
of the beam on the north pole of the HOP sphere (|R+1⟩) is
created, while for |uin⟩ = |R⟩, a 2 × 2 lattice of |L−1⟩ is generated
1
as presented in Figure 3e and d. For |u in⟩ = 2 [|L⟩ + |R ⟩], a

= 0.42520, and x3 = 0.52571.34 A 7 × 7 DQP with m = 1 is
fabricated with an optical axis distribution and the micrograph
revealed in Figure 4e and f, respectively. By electrical tuning,
the phase retardation can reach π at diﬀerent wavelengths,
making the LC DQP wavelength tolerant. According to eq 7,
for a shorter wavelength, the operation voltage should be
increased to make Γ satisfy the half-wave condition. For
instance, at 2.7 V, an equivalent diﬀraction property is also
achieved at 532 nm, as shown in Figure 4g and h. The analysis
for the general condition can be found in the Supporting
Information. Besides, the electro-optical tunability of LCs
makes it possible to dynamically switch between on/of f states.36
Furthermore, square lattices of a HOP sphere with a larger
topological charge m = 6 are created. More bright-to-dark
alternations can be observed in Figure 4j. For OAM detection
in Figure 4k and l, the number of dark stripes is six, consistent
with its topological charge. The generated CVB arrays are
exhibited in Figure 4m, featuring 12 lobes after transmission
through the analyzer.

1

radial polarization ( 2 [|R+1⟩ + |L−1⟩]) is obtained (Figure 3f)
with the lobed structures parallel to the orientation of the
rotating analyzer (Figure 3g). Similarly, the square lattice of the
i
azimuthal polarization ( 2 [−|R+1⟩ + |L−1⟩]) is also achieved
i

with |u in⟩ = 2 [−|L⟩ + |R ⟩], and the lobed structures are
perpendicular to the orientation of the analyzer, as shown in
Figure 3h and i. Beam lattices of other points on the HOP
sphere could also be produced via SAM control.11 Furthermore,
the diﬀraction eﬃciency (η, deﬁned as the intensity ratio of the
objective diﬀraction order to the total transmitted light) is
measured for all four main orders. η is equal to 16.2%, 16.1%,
16.2%, and 16% (±0.2%), respectively. The total eﬃciency is η
= 64.5% (±0.5%), consistent with the theoretical value 65.6%
(81% × 81%).34 These results verify the good energy
uniformity and high eﬃciency.
In addition to square lattices, a hexagonal lattice of the HOP
sphere beam is also demonstrated by encoding the phase of
three one-dimensional DGs (60° to each other, x1 = 0.5) into a
spiral geometric phase with m = 1. The corresponding optical
axis distribution is exhibited in Figure 4a, and the micrograph is
shown subsequently. For circular incident polarization, a
hexagonal lattice of orthogonal circularly polarized OAM
modes is generated as shown in Figure 4c, while for linear
incident polarization, hexagonal lattices of CVBs are obtained,
1
with an example of |u in⟩ = 2 [e−iπ /4|L⟩ + eiπ /4|R ⟩] presented
in Figure 4d. Via choosing proper phase transition points within
each period, it is possible to obtain more orders. For example,
seven desired diﬀraction orders correspond to x1 = 0.23191, x2

■

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the ﬂexible creation of HOP sphere beam lattices
for parallel SAM and OAM encoding is presented through
digitalized geometric phases, which are demonstrated in LCs
and carried out by photoalignment technology. An arbitrary
state on the HOP sphere can be obtained, including the special
cases of CVBs as well as OAM modes. Both square and
hexagonal HOP sphere beam lattices with diﬀerent desired
orders and topological charges are realized in high eﬃciency
and good energy uniformity. In addition, merits of high quality,
electrical switchability, and tolerance to the wavelength of
incident light are exhibited. This idea, not restricted to a
Dammann encoded spiral geometric phase, can be extended to
other integrations of binary phases and space-variant geometric
phases, permitting the realization of versatile optical beam
tailoring. Actually, the medium is not limited to LCs. Other
natural or artiﬁcial birefringent materials are adoptable as well.
This work may provide a brand new idea in programming
geometric phases and brings extra opportunities to optical
D
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